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AN ANALYSIS OF PERFLUOROELASTOMER PERFORMANCE
INTRODUCTION
Sealing system reliability is critical to optimized performance in the
semiconductor subfab. As operating temperatures in the subfab increase,
industry standards for conventional seal design no longer apply. This
can be observed, specifically in KF fittings. As temperatures elevate,
thermal expansion occurs, especially within the seal material. This
causes extrusion of the typical o-ring used in these high temperature KF
applications, which can significantly decrease the lifespan of the seal,
while also dramatically increasing the risk of a seal failure. This results
in unplanned downtime and creates unnecessary safety risks. For this
reason, many semiconductor fabs and OEMs are evaluating critical
aspects of their seals to help minimize these risks, including material
composition and seal design.

The perfluoroelastomer polymer family has the highest temperature
and chemical resistance of all elastomers. Due to the unique chemical
structure of the polymers, in which the polymer backbone is protected
by fluorine atoms, perfluoroelastomers have the highest thermal and
chemical resistance of all available elastomers. High-performance
seals utilizing this elastomer technology are used in the most extreme
applications within the semiconductor, energy and aerospace industries.
In semiconductor applications, perfluoroelastomers provide high plasma
resistance, high temperature capability, low outgassing and low metallic
ion content. These properties maximize yield and uptime in the subfab,
while reducing cost of ownership.
Figure 1: Susceptibility of FKM vs FFKM

IDM Industry Shifts Demanding Higher
Operating Temperatures
In the world of Integrated Device Manufacturing, processes are constantly
changing as new technology is developed. One trend of this technology
roadmap has been the rise of 3D chips, both in memory and logic. This
change in chip architecture has led to sweeping systemic changes in
the processes used to make chips. Increased processing energies and
gas flows in the etch and deposition areas of the fab are driving higher
temperatures in the process chambers, which in turn drives changes in
the subfab, which is tasked with handling the effluents created by these
processes.

Historically, typical seal materials used in the subfab have consisted
of FKM and other inexpensive, low-performance elastomers. However,
with the recent increase in operating temperatures, these materials
will no longer perform adequately (see Figure 1). Even conventional
perfluoroelastomers will not be optimized at the elevated temperatures
due to thermal expansion (see Figure 3).
For this reason, there is a growing, ongoing shift from using
fluoroelastomers (FKM) to perfluoroelastomers (FFKM) for critical
subfab seals.
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Greene, Tweed Study: Critical Subfab Seal Failure
This white paper highlights data from a recent study which Greene,
Tweed conducted to analyze seal failure that occurred in a customer’s
subfab. The seal was within the first KF fitting on the exhaust of the
vacuum pump. This location is traditionally one of the more challenging
locations due to the high temperature exhaust effluent, the application
of heater jackets at 200°C on the outside of the pipework, and the high
reactivity of the effluent due to the chemistry being at a positive pressure
rather than under vacuum pre-pump.
The study helped enhance existing foundational knowledge of how
certain elastomers and seal designs perform in a subfab environment.
It also predicted, with high certainty, the expected performance of
perfluoroelastomers in critical subfab operating environments such
as KF fitting applications located throughout the subfab, including
forelines, scrubbers, and pump and flange applications when exposed to
temperatures up to 300°C.
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Specifically, to reduce hard particle condensation in the exhaust lines,
which may lead to reduced pumping power in the subfab, operators
are raising the temperatures of the exhaust lines. Higher temperatures
slow the rate of hard particle condensation in subfab exhaust lines and
extend preventative maintenance cycles. However, as a result, the seals
in critical subfab applications must also be able to withstand these
increased temperatures.
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ANALYSIS & TESTING PROCESS
In 2015, Greene, Tweed was approached by a large IDM (Integrated Device
Manufacturer) to address seal failure on the pump foreline in their subfab.
The customer used a competitor-manufactured FFKM o-ring. Part samples
were removed from the tool and sent to Greene, Tweed for analysis.

Figure 2: Seal degradation is clearly visible in the upper left corner
of the sample.

As part of the inspection process, Greene, Tweed evaluated the following
seal criteria: Physical properties, FTIR, Surface Morphology, and Etch Rates.
Upon inspection it was concluded that there was etching damage on some
of the seal surfaces (see Figure 2) caused by gas/radicals (effluent gas
species produced in plasma environments). This was observed in certain KF
Fittings. Gland overfill and material extrusion lead to gas/radical exposure
and subsequent etching.
The Greene, Tweed team also found the effects of temperature exposure in
certain locations. The check point valve seal showed the worst damage from
temperature exposure, in the form of compression set. The seal had taken a
severe compression set and was no longer providing an adequate seal.

Greene, Tweed’s engineering department conducted an analysis on the ISO
standards for KF fitting, and found that most parts above room temperature
had excessive gland fill. This is caused by thermal expansion of the seal
material at elevated temperatures (see Figure 3).

When a seal suffers from high compression set, it loses its ability to recover
its original cross section dimensions. This results in lower compression in
the application and lower sealing force. Eventually, the sealing force will
Figure 3: Flange/Seal Design Comparisons
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become so low that it no longer provides an effective barrier, which often
results in leakage. The most common cause of compression set failure is
exposure to high temperatures.

Values in RED are above engineering recommendations for Gland Fill. This is a risk to seal performance.

These findings suggest that extrusion will occur to the seal between 2 rings
when there is an outside or over pressure ring. Greene, Tweed conducted
additional testing using FEA Modeling, and confirmed the potential for
extrusion damage.
FEA Modeling allowed Greene, Tweed to test temperatures up to 170°C as
extrusion and stresses were high. This modeling allowed the engineering team
to identify the root cause of the seal failure for the customer.
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The root cause was identified as thermal expansion at elevated
temperatures, which resulted in an over-filled gland.
Field Performance Comparison
• Typical Perfluoroelastomer
• Standard 5mm O-Ring
• 170°C Operating Temperature

RECOMMENDATION
Taking all data gathered into account, Greene, Tweed
recommended an integrated solution comprising
material selection and seal design to deliver optimal
performance in the harsh environments and 300°C
operating environment required by the customer’s KF
flange applications.

Figure 6:
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Recognizing this, Greene, Tweed engineered a new
Chemraz material, named Chemraz SubFAB, to
specifically resist the 300°C operating temperature and
effluent environment of the KF flange applications of
the subfab. Flourine and O2 resistance were of critical
importance in this environment.
Because the new material did not need to adhere to
the strict particulation requirements of the etch and
deposition environments, Greene, Tweed was able to
develop an FFKM that met the economic demand of the
subfab marketplace as well.
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After evaluating its current product offerings for a
potential solution, Greene, Tweed identified that
although several of its Chemraz® FFKM products met
the necessary chemical and temperature requirements,
they were over-engineered for the subfab environment.
This is because they were specifically designed to
withstand a broader range of harsh chemicals and
plasma that exists within the etch and deposition
environments of the fab, while ensuring extremely low
levels of particulation. However, these high-end FFKM
formulations were not economical for the needs within
the subfab.
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Figure 4. FEA Modeling shows potential extrusion and damage to standard 5mm o-rings at higher temperatures.
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Fluorine and O2 resistance of Chemraz SubFAB compared to FKM, competitor material and other Chemraz
materials.
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Seal Design
To reduce the risk of leak occurrence, Greene, Tweed engineered a custom-shaped
seal solution designed to operate at all temperatures, from room temperature up
to 300°C. The design allows thermal expansion to occur without compromising the
integrity of the seal itself. Specifically, it allows for proper gland fill even at higher
temperatures when thermal expansion is occurring (see Figure 7).
This design, coupled with the newly developed Chemraz SubFab material, allows
seals to run at 300°C without extruding from the KF rings. By remaining within the
engineering recommendations for seal design, specifically gland fill, stress is reduced
in the seal material and the seal life is enhanced.
As of August 2016, the custom-shape seal solution featuring Chemraz SubFAB has
passed various tests for the areas of the subfab that handle the effluents of customer
processes in EPI, CVD and Etch, with no signs of previous extrusion failures.

Figure 7: Custom Seal Assembly Solution
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With a custom seal assembly solution using Chemraz SubFAB,
seals can run at 300°C without extruding from the KF rings.

An additional set of FEA models was run and Greene, Tweed approved the custom seals at 300°C.
Figure 8: Custom Seal Solution Analysis
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Additional FEA Modeling at 300°C shows that open volume remains, flanges are not pushed apart, and there is no sign of seal extrusion.

CONCLUSION

ABOUT GREENE, TWEED

With the rising temperatures of today’s subfab, current industry standards
for seal design and materials are not compatible at higher temperatures.
Extrusion occurs, negatively affecting seal life and resulting in unexpected
downtime. By combining perfluoroelastomer material selection for
seals, such as Greene, Tweed’s Chemraz SubFAB, with a custom seal
assembly solution, not only can high-temperature seal reliability exist in
semiconductor subfab, but lower cost of ownership can also be realized.

From our proven suite of elastomers and thermoplastics, to our
thermoplastic composites and integrated solution offerings, Greene, Tweed
delivers innovation the enables your next-generation technology. A trusted
partner for the most advanced, custom solutions on the market, we offer
design and manufacturing expertise to clients around the globe, and our
leading-edge products are sold and distributed worldwide.
For additional information, contact Greene, Tweed at +1.215.256.9521
or visit our website at www.gtweed.com.

Contact Us:
Greene, Tweed
Semiconductor & Solar
9365 Corporate Dr.
Selma, TX 78154 USA
Tel:+1.215.256.9521
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Statements and recommendations in this publication are based on our
experience and knowledge of typical applications of this product and
shall not constitute a guarantee of performance nor modify or alter our
standard warranty applicable to such products.

